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Log news
Winners of LOG Winter Series 2013

SHORT 1ST

2ND

3RD

TECH 1ST

2ND

3RD

Short Alex Belletty Log Mummy Anna Belletty
Tech Paul Murgatroyd Tanya Taylor Anne Gibbs
Just the Best Sue Precious Jill Williams

Winners of Night Score Cup

1st Lady
Tanya Taylor
1st Man
Paul Murgatroyd
1st Vet
Neil Harvett
Joint Juniors
Hanna & Ben Mather
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It’s now Official
Charles Nell known for flying around the O courses
has now gained his wings. Congratulations Charles,
and sorry ladies he’s pictured here with the love of his
life.

Tenacity or True Grit!!
Hanna Mather - aged 7 - took 57mins
08 secs to find control 7 in Bentley
Woods and still went on to finish
her race. I think this remarkable to
find such perseverance and pluck in
someone so young. She will go far
in her life.
WELL DONE HANNA
When the EMEWS comes winging its way
into your letter box do you read it??
Would you miss it with the reports in it and the
O venues.
PLEASE let me know.
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Chairman’s Piece
Writing this just a few hours after the CST regional round at OD's Bentley Woods event, it's
been great to reflect on another fantastic day in
the club's history, as we qualified for the national trophy final for the fourth time in five years.
Prior to this, we'd never qualified for the final,
so it reflects on how far we've travelled as a
club in a short space of time. In my usual sad
way, I'd geeked the WRE, COBOC and LOG runners beforehand and arrived at the conclusion
that, on paper and according to BO rankings,
we'd win by 8pts (1293 to WRE's 1285). The
actual margin was a touch tighter at 6pts, but
much of the day went as predicted, with those
earmarked as probable scorers performing to
around par. The stars of the show, however,
were Amanda Roberts and Jo Nell on the Green,
who overturned around a 300 place ranking
deficit on Delia Kingsbury (WRE), to take 100
and 99pts respectively and push her down into
3rd. Another quality performance came from
Martin Wheeler, who beat top WRE runner, Peter Howsam, by only 4 seconds to secure the
100pts for LOG in this class. Other maximums
came from Charles Nell (Brown), Justin Williams
(Short Brown), Monty Barker-Pilsworth (Orange)
& Tanya Taylor (Blue), with second places from
Liam Harrington (Brown), Paul Murgatroyd
(Short Brown) & Chris Sanderson (Blue). Dave
Denness (Blue), Jeff Baker (Green) & Hayley
Fox (Blue) were the final three contributing
scores.

doing as a small club. Considering the fact that
we're not exactly blessed with great orienteering areas to train and compete on, and that
recruitment to our sport is not easy in Lincolnshire, it shows how well we've done over the
past five years - long may it continue! Now, we
just need to get as many of you as possible
down to the final in Hampshire in November as
we can...
On the local scene, we've just finished the Night
Score Cup and we had a record number of entrants this year, with over 48 runners competing
at at least one event across the series. The races were well planned by all those involved and
we used several new combinations of areas to
freshen this up and it appears to have gone
down well with all those involved. It was also
great to be able to use the Carholme Golf Club
for the prize giving and after-series social and
they've offered to host us again in the future.
We have the LOG annual EMOA league event,
postponed from the weekend just gone, on the
23rd March at Burwell & Haugham Woods, near
Louth, and hopefully everyone will turn out to
support this event and, possibly, encourage one
or two newcomers to give it a go. John Mather
makes his debut as a colour-code planner and I
look forward to seeing what challenges he's
cooked up in this tricky area.

Finally, we'll shortly be moving into the Spring
Series, starting on 3rd April at Riseholme Park
I wanted especially here to thank all those who and I hope that as many of you as possible can
made the effort to travel across to Warwickshire make at least some of the events. We've got
for the event and for continuing to support the
another couple of new areas coming online,
club in its efforts to qualify for the national final with Grimsthorpe Castle and Morkery Woods
each year, especially those who knew from the both being used for the first time, and the
outset that they were unlikely to be in the final Revesby map has also had a bit of an expan13 scorers. It reflects the strength of spirit with- sion, so it should provide some novel 'O' experiin the club and how supportive everyone is
ences for us all and help to keep things fresh.
when it comes to this annual bonanza! In the
Hope to see you out there at some point in the
last couple of years, I've lost count of the
near future!
number of people from outside LOG who have
remarked to me on how much we have developed as a group and how impressively we're
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Breakfast / Energy bars

Phenylethylamine is sooo very
good for us AND its in chocolate
What is it?? Who cares !!!!
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To reboot your immune
system and get blood
sugar under control focus
on four protein and vegetable based meals per
day.

It is health that is
real wealth and not
pieces of gold and
silver – Mahatma
Gandhi

Mix 180g oats with 90g seeds
(pumpkin – sunflower) 90g
chopped nuts, 90g dried fruits and
one tspn of mixed spice.
In another bowl mash 3 bananas, 2
beaten eggs and 30ml olive oil.
Mix dry ingredients with banana
mix – put in a baking tin and bake
for approx. 30mins at 200C. Enjoy.

If your food hasn’t swam, flown, grown or
run, it probably doesn’t have much benefit.
Avoid man-made products and eat a lot of
food raw.
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Snacks such as almonds are great.
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RACE REPORTS
Night Score Cup

South Common

30th Jan 2014

By

Geoff Gibbs

“Oh what a night it was, it really was, such a night”
On a damp, dark and dingy night, somewhere to the South of Lincoln, nineteen
dubious characters collected on a bleak hillside. It sounds like the start of a horror story and felt like it at times.
Rain, cold and mud made the inaugural 2014 Night Score Cup Event one to remember. I’d used the extremes of the South Common for distance and kept technicality low thinking it would be difficult enough to run in the dark but I was very wrong. Paul was the winner,
followed by Liam, John Mather, Tanya and Neil. They had all scored the max 125 points available.
Afterwards we checked the Common’s loose horses. We couldn't find one with a saddle on but I
still wonder how Paul ran that mire in just over 28 minutes.

Night Score Cup Hartsholme Park 6th Feb 2014

By Kev Rice

Rambling of a First Time Event Planner
At one of the December Thursday night training sessions I recklessly volunteered
to have a go at planning one of the recently held night score events, these are
my observation’s which hopefully will encourage you to have a go.
Anne, Geoff and our leader Paul threw their hats into the ring offering any help I
might need and Anne has a useful list of tips to help first-time planners.
Paul suggested Hartsholme Park as an ideal venue for my event and as I’ve competed twice there
in both daylight and darkness I agreed with his choice. Score events are also probably the easiest
O events to plan, as there is only one course.
So, one afternoon over the Christmas break, the Rice family had an afternoon wandering around
Hartsholme selecting 25 control locations, I had an O map from a previous event which I marked
up along with a description of each control site.
My aspiration was to use as large an area as possible to stretch Paul, Liam, Tom, John and Tanya,
but with plenty of controls within reach of us less gifted Orienteers.
Then it’s time to create the event map, using the OCAD software, which has a very easy to follow
tutorial programme on its website, I’m reasonable competent with IT and created both marked
map and control descriptions with no real difficulty, after a bit of expert guidance from Paul.
So when the big day arrived I tipped up at Hartsholme at 3pm to set out all 25 controls. Due to
the recent history of abuse that dibber boxes have suffered at Hartsholme I was advised to select
control locations with a sturdy tree/post/fence that I could grapple the unit to, which does in05
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crease the set up time but nowhere near as inconvenient as the constant rain that fell all afternoon! Top tip put the controls into your backpack first in last out Doh!
The event went well, but I was amazed that Paul and Liam completed all twenty five controls in
just under 36 mins. Wow!
The experience was very rewarding as the cliché goes and I’m sure it has enhanced my O skills
(stop laughing!) but more importantly I now appreciate O events don’t just happen. For every
event somebody, somewhere, has put in a lot of time and effort for our enjoyment. So go on have
a Go!

Night Score Cup Lincoln City

23rd Jan 2014

By Tom George

Our 3rd race of the NSC series saw the club take over the streets of Lincoln with a handful of
newbies taking part in the urban challenge. The city race happened to be one of the best
turnouts of the series (on par with the Birchwood event the following week). The course was
planned by our own Liam Harrington and was co - organised by Tom (myself). It was nice to
take the reigns and support the club in my first experience at control hanging. Interesting experience more
enjoyable at the end to say the least, especially after climbing those stairs at the University. After finding
out I was going to be co planning with Liam I immediately mentioned to him that a control had to be
placed at the top of the University stairs between the Media and EMMTEC building on campus. This decision was made, with Paul in mind (apologies everyone else), due to those many years of running to the SW
edge of Ushers Gallery Wall to find it on the SW corner of the Vineyard wall 30ft up and a good trek round
past the Cathedral and through the maze of tunnels and stairs. Unfortunately however this winning decision (I thought) came round to bite me on the bum when realising I had to run up the stairs with addition
of my backpack and its contents of controls. Despite this the control hanging went smoothly and provided
me with a great insight into the many roles taken to organise such an event. Anyway after everyone arrived at the 'Eastern' car park adjacent to the Strugglers without any difficulties final details were given and
maps were distributed. The course was set to be the most challenging of the series with controls stretched
from West Parade all the way to the end of Monks road near the Arboretum.

The results were as follows: the man himself Paul 'Murgers' Murgatroyd (LOG) leading the pack with his
3rd consecutive win of the series, followed by Tom Honniball (OD) in second and Veteran Pete Harris (HALO) taking bronze place on the podium. In addition to this, both Neil Harvatt (HALO) and Tanya Taylor retained their Veteran and Women's classification title respectively.
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N S Cup Birchwood 20th Feb By Hayley Fox & able putter-outers Sarah & Poppy E.
The Birchwood race, or should that be the Doddington Park race attracted the equal
largest number of competitors and the highest number of junior contingent, most likely
due to it’s date during the half term.
The course registration at the Birchwood shopping centre provided an ideal location for
parking in a central location with many options for competitors to head out in different
directions to tackle the twenty-five controls. The course although urban had an interesting
contrast with the nature reserve and small pockets of woodland and contrasting residential zones from the
social housing built prior to the 1980’s and housing built in various stages from the 80’s to the last couple of
years. The controls were spread to cover the maximum types of both housing and natural environment and
make the most of the many footpaths that dissect the area. Once the controls were out and the event
commenced there was only two questions to me answered; would any controls be stolen? (Bets were offered
up to the most likely controls); who if anyone would visit all twenty-five? Well the results give us the answer
to the latter, which was no, although the top contenders, Liam H and Paul P did manage twenty-four. Mark
Thomson collected nineteen to take third place ahead of Brian Hostad with eighteen and Tom G who lost out
due to an eight second time penalty off his nineteen controls in fifth. The ladies honours went to Helen
Parkinson who edged out Jo N by nineteen seconds as they collected fifteen controls. The Belletty’s took top
junior sport with a very creditable thirteen controls. Oh, and nobody won the bet regarding the controls as
all were present and correct at the end of the night.

Night Score Cup West Common 27th Feb By Paul Murgatroyd
25 runners turned up for the NSC finale on a beautifully dry and calm evening - perfect for a
spot of night 'O'! The map had been extended to include the West End of Lincoln and had
turned what was normally a romp around the West Common into a touch more of a navigational and route choice challenge. Would people opt for the quicker running of the streets,
knowing that it was always difficult to run close to the red line, or the straighter, yet slower,
terrain of West Common and the golf course?
The main focus for the evening's competition was whether Liam could take advantage of the fact that Paul
was planning, and his 'joker' score following the last two events had left the door wide open. 24 or more
controls collected on the night would see him triumph…. Also of interest was seeing whether Pete Harris
could make up the 30 point deficit on HALO colleague, Neil Harvatt, to claim the veteran's title. The junior
and women's titles had already been secured by jointly, Ben and Hannah Mather, and Tanya Taylor respectively, with LOG yet to unearth anyone who can challenge Tanya's dominance in this category.
On the evening, Liam managed to easily secure first place, but a loss of concentration meant that he only
managed to claim 23 controls and thus lost out on the series title by virtue of having taken longer to collect
the identical number of points as Paul. In the veteran's class, Pete and Neil scored the same points on the
night, and so Neil took the title comfortably in the end. It was good to see another three new runners add
to the record breaking numbers attending the 2014 series, with Chris Sanderson taking third on the
evening, Delphine popping up for her first run of the year and newcomer, Ross Beesley, joining in the fun
after moving to the area, and hopefully we shall be seeing more of him over the forthcoming weeks. It was
also great to make use of the Carholme Golf Club for the first time and they were very congenial

hosts who have offered their facilities again for future races.
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‘Too Easy, Too Flat’ by Dippy
It’s been over three months now since I last orienteered, or even held
a compass in my hand for navigation. But that does not mean I’ve
been lazy. New Zealand just has so much on offer to do and try and I
just don’t seem to have enough days off to fit everything in.
I had planned to go along to a ‘Come and Try’ event that happened to
be on in Christchurch at the same time I was visiting my cousin there
this last week. I had brought a Southern Hemisphere compass a few weeks ago from the NZ ebay
equivalent Trade me, and I arrived in Christchurch with my ‘O’ kit. The intention was there... however one look at where it was and my cousin’s response was, it’s ‘too easy’ and ‘too flat’. My disappoint was met with ‘let’s go mountain biking instead’, which just so happened to be one of my
cousins favourite hobbies.
The urban ‘O’ kit doubles up pretty well as cycle gear (Clare- I’m sure there is a fashion article
from this) and borrowing my cousins fiance’s bike and helmet I certainly looked the part. I have to
say I’m fairly confident generally on land and in water but on two
wheels I’m quite cautious.
When we parked part way up a hill I was thinking phew I don’t have
to go all the way up from the bottom... I was then told that it was a
circular course we were doing and that bit of climb would be right at
the end- alarm bells began ringing faintly in the distance. So we started the circular route with no warm up at quite a gradient and it
wasn’t long before my quads had tightened and I felt the burn. I was encouraged by my cousin on
the way up with comments like, ‘just around the next bend’ , ‘there’s fudge when you get to the
top’, ‘you can’t let those people behind us catch us up’ and ‘you can have three desserts tonight’.
All I managed to puff and wheeze out was, ‘I wish we had gone O’ing’ and ‘I love flat and easy’.
I have to say though when we did make it to the top the views were absolutely stunning. You
could see down into Lyttleton and across Christchurch. Obviously this was a ‘Wright’ adventure
and though that was a great spot for pictures there was still more climb to be done and also some
rather rather scary parts at times (apparently according to my cousin I’m a Wright and I’m not
allowed to be scared). I survived rather surprisingly injury free and eventually there was a downhill section which went far too fast for my liking.
08
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I’ve seen and done some amazing stuff whilst out here and still
lots to do, my next days off I’m flying into Paradise to do some
horse trekking, jet boating, hiking and kayaking. I absolutely love
it here, but I will be back and it would be nice to catch you all in
the Strugglers on the 25th April.

Results from Competition
Paul Murgatroyd with his prize from Log News

Paul’s Caption

“Buggar the zip wire
how do I get my nice new
shiny toy working again” was
the caption Paul Murgatroyd
came up with to win this new VW
Golf.”
Paul with his second new shiny
toy.

Paul Murgatroyd
WINNER OF VW GOLF
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Who Should Control the Use of Larger Scale Maps at Major Events?
Who should be responsible for deciding whether map enlargements should be used at major
events in intricately contoured terrain, the planners and the controllers or, as at present, the
Map Advisory Group? We set out below a case for a transfer of the current responsibility.
This issue is not a new one. The controllers and planners of many major events have beaten a
path to the door of Map Group, now Map Advisory Group (MAG), usually to be rebuffed, occasionally to get a grudging approval, after lots of argument. For the 2008 British Long Distance
Championships at Culbin, the then Events Committee eventually allowed the event officials to
take the final decision. The planners of the 2010 British Middle Distance Championships on
Haverthwaite Heights in the Lake District were finally allowed to give the older runners map
enlargements, after initially being advised by Map Group that they should avoid placing controls
for these runners in more intricately contoured locations.
Following the 2010 Middle Distance Championships, Lakeland OC attempted to get the issue of
map scales in complex terrain on to the agenda for the first Association and Club Conference in
2011, but was not successful, even though this was the only issue raised by a Club or Association. The British Orienteering Board offered, instead, to set up a Working Party, but has since
taken no further action on this matter.
Day 2 of the 2015 JK is to be on a new map in the Duddon Valley. At the suggestion of Martin
Bagness, a very successful elite in his day and now a much respected professional mapper, who
is both preparing the new map and planning the elite courses on Day 2, the controller and planners have requested that all runners should be permitted to use map enlargements, as well as
the elite 18s, 20s and 21s, who use 1:10,000 scale maps for their Middle Distance races on Day
2 anyway. A similar application has been made for Day 3, which is on Bigland, near Newby
Bridge. These proposals are summarised in the table below:
DAY 2 INDIVIDUAL
Age Classes
M/W
M/W
M/W
M/W

Proposed Map Scales

18E, 20E, 21E 1:10000 (no change from IOF / BOF guidelines)
161:7500 (enlarged from 1:10000)
18, 21, 35, 40
1:10000 (enlarged from 1:15000)
45+
1:7500 (enlarged from 1:10000)

DAY 3 INDIVIDUAL
Age Classes
M/W
M/W
M/W
M/W

Proposed Map Scales

18E, 20E, 21E 1:15000 (no change from IOF / BOF guidelines)
161:7500 (enlarged from 1:10000)
18, 21, 35, 40
1:10000 (enlarged from 1:15000)
45+
1:7500 (enlarged from 1:10000)

Unfortunately, MAG has already turned down both requests, without any discussions or visits to
either area.
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Samples of the Bigland map are presented here,
at the standard scale of 1:15,000, at the usual enlargement scale, whatever the terrain, of 1:10,000 and at
our preferred enlargement scale for older runners in intricately contoured terrain of 1:7,500. Lakeland OC has
carried out 2 surveys of runners' preferences, one by
Carol McNeill, who offered a choice of map scales, and
the other by questionnaire after a major event at which
map enlargements were provided. In both instances, the
vast majority of competitors preferred the larger scale
maps.
Orienteering is a sport involving a combination of both
running and navigation. It is not a test of eyesight, yet
MAG continues to argue that British Orienteering should
only use the map scales specified in the IOF Rules and
that allowing the use of map enlargements will encourage mappers to include more detail on their maps. Participation numbers are in long term decline, yet scant
attention is being paid to satisfying what is an obvious
preference, for runners to be provided with maps that
they can read on the run.
Should MAG be responsible for deciding
whether map enlargements can be used,
when major events are held on intricately
contoured terrain? We don't think so. We believe that MAG should concentrate on ensuring that mappers produce maps in accordance
with the Rules and that areas are not overmapped. We believe that the right people to
decide at what scale those maps should then
be provided to the competitors are the event
planners and controller. After all, the controller is already responsible for assessing the
suitability of the area for the competition in
the first place.
We are making a Proposal to the next British
Orienteering AGM, to be held at JK 2014, removing the responsibility, for deciding whether map enlargements should be used, from
MAG and delegating it, instead, to the event
controllers and planners. Briefly, the Proposal
allows the event officials to give younger runners, except the elites, 1:10,000 scale map
enlargements and older runners 1:7,500 scale
map enlargements, in terrain where it is not
possible for experienced orienteers to read
their maps at the normally specified scales on
the run.

If you prefer to be able to read your map whilst running through intricate terrain, please support this Proposal. If you cannot make it to the British Orienteering AGM, please resolve to
send back your postal voting paper, as soon as you get the AGM paperwork through the post.
Richard Tiley
Chairman

Dick Towler
Vice-Chairman
11
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I would like to personally congratulate our Junior team who represented LOG at our first run out
of the YBT Qualifier at Thieves Wood. Their efforts saw them come 3rd out of the 4 East Midlands
clubs. The 11 crew consisted of:
- Anna Bellety (maximum 100 points) on the Yellow,
- Monty Barker - Pilsworth (98 points) on the Lt. Green,
- Hannah Mather (98 pts) on the Yellow,
- Toby Williams (97 pts) on the Orange,
- Vicky Green (96 pts) on the Orange,
- Sam Sharp (95 pts) on the Orange,

YBT

- Daniel Shields (93 pts) on the Lt. Green,

By Tom George

- Alex Bellety (93 pts) on the Yellow,
- Connor Philips (93 pts) on the Green,
- Ben Mather (91 pts) on the Lt. Green,
- Jordan Avery (92 pts) on the Orange.
It is great to see an excellent turn out by our Junior members but also to see some fantastic performances on the table too. This is definitely an area of the club that needs to be developed in
order to dominate the leagues in future years! Furthermore on the back of the Night score cup
finishing at West Common on Thursday 27th February, it is again great to see some of the junior
members taking part and gaining new skills within night orienteering.

Compass Sport Trophy 2014 competitors - We WON….
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Dates for your Diary
SUMMER SERIES

SPRING SERIES
DATE

VENUE

3RD APRIL

RISEHOLME

10TH APRIL

STOKE ROCHFORD

DATE

VENUE

12TH JUNE

LINCOLN CITY
BOTTESFORD

19TH JUNE
17TH APRIL

HALO

REVESBY ESTATE
26TH JUNE

24TH APRIL

BRANSTON

MORKERY WOODS
BROUGHTON
GRIMTHORPE

3RD JULY

1ST MAY

HALO
ESTATE

8TH mAY

SOUTH COMMON

29TH MAY

BOULTHAM PARK +
LCS

DATE

CLUB

18TH - 21ST APRIL

10TH JULY

SPALDING
BARTON O HUMB

17TH JULY
HALO

VENUE
JK 2014

27TH APRIL

DVO

ALLESTREE

30TH MAY

BAOC

HARDWICK PARK

11TH MAY

DVO

MATLOCK URBAN

18TH MAY

NOC

NEWARK URBAN

8TH JUNE

LEI

BURROUGH HILL

22ND JUNE

DVO

CARSINGTON
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The last note.
I think in the five years I’ve been orienteering I have had a total of ONE clean run – I seem to be
doing so well and then bang I either get lost or run around like a headless chicken trying to find
the control, or I have missed punched – well I now know it’s not my fault….
I’ve just been reading about magnetic declination and this must be the reason I get lost, it’s
nothing to do with me at all!! We used to know that magnetic north was just a smidgen left from
the North Pole but now it’s moved so much it’s a knats whisker to the right of the North Pole.
Joking aside we all make mistakes – except for those people who never try anything – the thing is
don’t dwell on the mistake or beat yourself up on it, just admit it and move on.
We are human, but if you see me looking lost near a control please point me in the right
direction.
Many thanks for all who have contributed to this newsletter without you all it would be a bit
sparse. ED...... X
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Keep upto date with LOG via Facebook
‘Lincoln Orienteering Group’
Twitter - @ LOGGER’SLATEST
OR our website
www.logonline.org.uk
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